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An epic journey of deep, chest-pounding trip-hop beats layered with hypnotic soundscapes and

mind-warping synths that create a beautiful balance of dirt and space. 19 MP3 Songs in this album

(73:00) ! Related styles: ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, ELECTRONIC: Down Tempo People who are

interested in Massive Attack DJ Shadow Flying Lotus should consider this download. Details: The

Emerald City has both produced and influenced some of the finest musical minds of the late century.

From Ray Charles to Jimi Hendrix, Seattle has served as inspiration for the imaginative, the troubled, the

pioneers, and the innovators. From this creative mecca has arisen THE NEW LAW, the music duo who

put forth their passion of sound into a unique blend of organic and synthetic evolving soundscapes that

feature dreamlike sax, dusty samples, soaring synths, and pulsing drum machines. The group comprises

Adam Straney and Justin Neff, who met during college while working at a movie theater. Adam began his

musical career playing guitar, bass guitar and drums in punk bands throughout his youth. In college he

discovered a new love for Drum n Bass music, which soon led to DJing and producing. Justin has played

the piano and saxophone in jazz, funk and rock bands since childhood. For more than half a decade, The

New Law has combined these influences and backgrounds which have resulted in the deep, hypnotic,

instrumental mind-warping music that has become its signature sound. REVIEWS FROM THEIR

PREVIOUS ALBUM: Weekly Volcano Publication Six thumbs up for a beautiful balance of dirt and space.

Kaska Paluch (editor-in-chief of 80bpm) "The New Law" is one of the best albums from underground I've

ever gotten." Textura album review "The New Law definitely rewards your time. " Brandon (Properly

Chilled) "If you remember the movie HARDWARE, the album cover might get you thinking of a sort of

Bladerunner apocalypse sound. You might be right, but The New Law is way better than such a

simplification. Really nice work!" David Gluzman (R4nt Magazine/Radio) "Really diggin' this.. Looking

forward to the new album in '09, keep us posted." Eric Roberts - Trouble/Fishfry/Cabaret Voltaire Jazz bar

"Block rocking early doors stuff. Will play one of these tonight at Fish Fry " DJ Pippi - Aluminum

Records/Ibiza Global Radio/Sonica Ibiza "Just Special! " Mr. White - WUMR 91.7 "Love the feel of this

record." Steve Parr - FaizeMusic/MotionFM "I will certainly be listening to it loads in the car and at home,
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very good set of tracks." Greg Fenton - Our House Mag "I like the cinematic atmosphere's to these

tracks." Thomas Tuft - Juice FM/Cream/3 Beat/Kingdom "Loving this." Angel Mishev - Groovy Sessions

Radio Show/Radio Nova 101.7 Mhz "Great album." John McCaig (Mastering Engineer at PanicStudios)

I'm still waiting to do their next album, the first one was great! It's what DJ Shadow should have kept

doing. Fanu (Commercial Suicide, Offshore recordings, Lightless, etc.) "Amazing beats!... This album

ROCKS big time! I highly endorse it"
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